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Introduction

• DNA archival storage – density, capacity, durability, data segments encoded as oligos with addresses
• PCR random access – limited by orthogonal primers, unable/inefficient to explore different data retrieval patterns
• Hierarchical memory – scalability of nested primer hierarchy, specificity of single entry retrieval

Highlights

• Combine nested and semi-nested PCR to virtually enforce multidimensional data organization in large DNA storage systems
• Efficient use/reuse of PCR primers to establish large address space (k + n primers to index nk entries)
• Strategic use of primers from different layers to specify data retrieval in form of rows, columns, tables, and blocks
• Support multiple well-defined data retrieval patterns tailored to data relations/structures
• Enrich and extract specific data entry/subset via just one or two rounds of PCR

Architecture and Operations

Number of orthogonal PCR primers needed (k + n)

= (# of rows in a table) + (# of columns in a table) + (# of tables in a block) + (# of blocks) + 2

Number of unique data entries addressable (n^2)

= (# of rows in a table) × (# of columns in a table) × (# of tables in a block) × (# of blocks)

Design Variation

Number of orthogonal PCR primers needed (3 + n)

= (# of rows in a table) + (# of columns in a table) + (# of tables ×2) + 2

Number of unique data entries addressable (n^2)

= (# of rows in a table) × (# of columns in a table) × (# of tables)
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- Efficient use/reuse of PCR primers to establish large address space (k + n primers to index nk entries)
- Strategic use of primers from different layers to specify data retrieval in form of rows, columns, tables, and blocks
- Support multiple well-defined data retrieval patterns tailored to data relations/structures
- Enrich and extract specific data entry/subset via just one or two rounds of PCR
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